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President’s Message
It is hard to keep up with the pace of change in
these days where things seem to be changing every
day, but the one thing I have yet to find change is
the willingness of people stepping up to make a difference. This was no more apparent at a meeting I
attended in November where the formation of the
Australian Photographic Judges Association held its
inaugural meeting. The organization and enthusiasm of this group is bound to make a positive difference to the Victorian photographic community. Its
aim is to increase the standard of photographic
judging and create a standard for all judges that will
benefit all clubs.
It is this type of enthusiasm I know exists within the
realms of the Victorian photographic community and
I appeal to all to become involved, step up and
make a difference. There is much that can be done
and if we are to continue to grow in these changing
times we need to know what it is you want from us,
as it is your association and what you can do to affect growth and change? So over the festive season
take time out to put some thought into this and get
back to me with your suggestion and offers of help.
It is also appropriate to say thank you to all who
have contributed to VAPS and the photographic
community at all levels, whilst at times your contributions may not always be acknowledge they are
not forgotten and are always appreciated. On behalf
of the VAPS we say thank you to you all your efforts.
As a long time member of camera clubs I have developed a lot of friendships from all over the state
and over the years in many ways regard these
friendships as family. Generally one of the best
times to catch up with family and of friends is at
Christmas, but for us it is usually at our annual convention so if you haven’t thought about it then contemplate going to the VAPS conference next May in
Bendigo. It’s not too early to start planning and

Ron Speed: Self Portrait 2014

booking your accommodation. More importantly do
not wait for the conference to catch up with those
we think about, harness the Christmas spirit reach
out and say hello to some of your camera club family and friends and maybe some you do not know.
My Christmas challenge is to contact at least five
people within the society and say hello. Imagine
what would happen if we all did this, you would be
amazed at what a difference it will make.
Take time during the rush of the festive season to
enjoy the things in life that really matter. Take time
to take in the quite moments spent with friends and
loved ones. And may the wonder of Christmas surround you throughout the season. It is my wish for
you all that the true meaning of Christmas provides
you with joy and happiness not just for the day but
also for the year to come. As you celebrate the miracle of this special time of the year may your heart
be filled with joy and peace. May blessings of the
holiday linger in your home and stay with you
throughout the year.
On behalf of my family, the Association and myself
we wish you all Merry Christmas and a blessed New
Year.
Ron Speed, President, VAPS
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Editor’s Message
Please accept my apologies for this edition of
Newsbrief being a few days late. We thought it best
to hold it until we could ensure that you would have
the very latest news.

Because of the holidays, there will be no January
edition of Newsbrief. Until February then...

Thank you to all those who took the time to send in
complimentary responses to the new format of
Newsbrief. So far I have not received any negative
responses. However, I do look forward to suggestions for changes and improvements. Your Newsbrief team will continue in their efforts to provide
you with the sort of things you want.
We wish you the very best for Christmas and the
holiday season. May it provide you with lots of opportunities for photography, from happy snaps to
that greatly-admired competition winner.

2015 Convention in Bendigo
VAPS CONVENTION

BENDIGO MAY 23RD AND 24TH MAY

“Finding Self”

DRAFT PROGRAMME

Allan Kleiman

We are excited to advise that Julieanne Kost noted
International photographer and Adobe Specialist will
be our keynote speaker at the Bendigo Convention.

“Big pictures on Small Cameras”

Julieanne will be presenting on her unique style of
personal photography and her expertise in postprocessing.

TBA

The Convention and Interclub will bring together a
strong and powerful line up of professional informative presenters and creative workshops.
Whilst presenter’s subjects are not yet finalised you
can be assured that they will be current, informative
and too good to miss.

Julieanne Kost
Through the Eyes of Julieanne Kost
About my work

Jenni Horsnell
TBA
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Dawne Fahey

Shireen Hammond
WORKSHOPS PROGRAMME SATURDAY
TO BE FINALISED
Will include Allan Kleiman,
Using NIK Software to perfect your images, Allan
will demonstrate the basics as well as the refinements of this popular and very affordable software.
Further details of all workshops and presenters will
be available in the January Newsbrief and on the
vaps.org.au website
Convention registration forms will be available on
the website early January along with full programme
details

From the Clubs
2.

It is best to start off by sourcing the person at
the council that deals with grants and forming
a relationship and ask their advice.

3.

Find out if there are different types of grants,
for example in our municipality there are
Community Grants and Specific Grants such
as Art and Cultural Grants. All types of organizations apply for Community Grants which
have a higher max amount and fewer restrictions on the purpose, e.g. You can use
the grant to purchase equipment such as a
screen and data projector. The Arts and Cultural Grant is limited in amount (often less
than $2000 and cannot be used to purchase
assets/equipment but used more to fund
events, education and special projects.

4.

You will probably need to come up with a project. E.g. Woop Woop Photo Expo 2016.

5.

You probably will need to state how this will
benefit your members and the community.

6.

You will probably need to state how you will
determine if you were successful and
achieved your goals.

7.

You will probably need to state when and
how you plan to implement the project. Be
aware that if you are asking your council to
fund a project that will be largely implemented
in another municipality your chances may be
not so good. E.g. the Woop Woop Photographic Club is having an exhibition but are
using the (over the border) Bullamakanka
Cultural Centre. If so have a pretty good reason.

8.

Councils like to see that your group is also
committed, and will put in. E.g. Members will
supply all the man power without charge, or if
the council buy the Laptop you will buy the
software.

9.

Make sure you see the project through, councils must account for all their spending, so will
you. Keep all your receipts; use the money
how you said you would. If you have money
left over, you will have to give it back.

More on Local Government Grants
Rob Sloan, from the Knox Photographic Society,
has prepared an excellent guide to how you can go
about getting support from your local council.
Over the past few years Knox Photographic Society
(KPS) has been fairly successful in obtaining Local
Government Grants.
When we first decided that we would need to purchase a Data Projector and Laptop we considered a
number of ways that we could raise the funds, these
included things like a “Chook Raffle”, “Sausage
Sizzle”, “Send Round the Hat”, or maybe some sort
of a grant.
The local council had sent out an invitation to local
community groups to attend a workshop on different
types of grants from a variety of sources and how to
apply for them. We attended the workshop and
learnt that there were a lot more possibilities than
we had thought.
We ended up applying for a Local Council Community Grant and were successful.
If you are intending applying for a Council grant
there are a few things I believe you should consider
in order to be reasonably successful.
1.

Councils understandably want to limit their
support to local groups and ratepayers. We
usually get asked to supply a list of the postcodes of members.
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10.

Make sure you show how successful your
project was and how it was of outstanding
benefit to the local community in bringing
such a fantastic Artistic exhibition to the area.
You may need to do some sort of a survey.
You supply this in what they call the acquittal,
which you will have to supply to the council
within a specific time. This is also where you
need to provide a financial statement and all
the receipts.

11.

If you are not registered for GST you will
probably need to supply the council with a
“Statement by Supplier” which basically says
that your group makes no profit. So for example: If you were asking for an Arts Type Grant
for Woop Woop Photo Expo to enable members to exhibit their work and to provide an
opportunity for the local community to view
and be culturally enhanced by this great Art
event you may ask for a grant to: - Rent the
Venue, Hire Exhibition Stands, Consumables
and marketing. You may say that you will provide all the labour, catering, insurance etc.
You will survey people as they leave the exhibition as well as surveying exhibiting members to determine the overall success.

12.

Try to forge ties between your group and
Council and other community groups. Other
community groups often want photos taken at
local events, it will get your members in, its
fun, and its good experience, and there are
usually some brownie points to be had. Our
club did a series of shoots for an Interfaith
Group who had received a Grant to bring the
different religious cultures and Faiths together
and have their own travelling exhibition. The
group organized the shoots, all we had to do
was have a couple of members turn up, take
some shots, bang them on a disc and hand
them over. (Copyright stayed with the actual
photographer). I can tell you we had a lot of
fun with groups like the Hindis, Blessing the
Animals, Salvation Army Band, etc. When it
was all over the Interfaith group staged a get
together with the Council. It can certainly help
your cause when Councillors, the Mayor etc.
take the time to thank you for chipping in to
help.
Rob Sloan, Knox Photographic Society
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Ideas Forum
from a torch. I chose 30 seconds as that is the longest my camera is able to stay open and then shut
automatically. The other two settings were ISO 200
and f11. I used the automatic focus of the camera
on the face of the scales then switched it to manual
and set the shutter to remote. With all this done
once the exposure started all I had to do was focus
on the 'painting'. Not being sure what I would get or
how I wanted the piece to look it tried varying ways
of 'painting'.
Painting with light in this images case just means to
take a torch, turn it on and move the light over the
area you want illuminated. There are many different
ways to paint with light, it's all up to your imagination. The variation I most liked was essentially the
same as painting a wall. I chose to brush the light
evenly back and forth over the wall as if it were a
paintbrush. I positioned myself behind the camera to
be able to evenly 'paint' the entire wall around the
scales. The torch used will vary the outcome of the
'painting '.

‘Painted with Light’

Process Behind The Image
By Leeanne McMullan

I did decide during the process I would need to bring
the face of the scales to life so the last part of the
painting was to highlight the face with one last burst
of light. This proved a little tricky as I had to reposition myself for that one burst to not get a reflection
in the face. The face was a very different colour and
material to the wall and therefore need much less
light to be effective. It took around 70 shots to get
the one image I was pleased with.

Reproduced with permission from Focus Point
ECHUCA MOAMA PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB INC
NEWSLETTER, September 2014
This image was made at night well after last light.
Firstly I made the area as dark as possible. The
scales were in a dark area against a dark wall. Behind the camera though, which was set up on a tripod was a spot light in the ground that was shining
directly upward spraying light all over the place. I
covered the light with a couple of mats from the car
and stopped any rays being emitted.
My main consideration of the three camera settings
was shutter speed as I wanted to have as much
time as possible to 'paint' my subject with the light
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Famous photograph
Florence Owens – Migrant Mother
By Dorothea Lange, 1936

Article by Richard Bailey, reproduced with permission from Focus Point ECHUCA MOAMA PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB INC NEWSLETTER, October
2014
In the middle of the Great Depression, on a cold wet
March evening in 1936, Dorothea Lange, a photographer with the Resettlement Administration, was
driving home near Nipomo in California when she
saw a sign to a peapickers’ camp. She had already
put in a good day’s work, it was cold and wet and
she kept going. A little voice in her head told her to
turn around and check out the camp. Some twenty
miles further on, Lange gave way to the voice in her
head and turned back to the camp. One of the first
groups she saw was a woman with four children
sheltering in the back of a crude well-worn lean-to
tent. Lange asked the woman if she could take
some photos to show the plight of people in the
camp. She took six shots in about ten minutes with
her Graflex 4” by 5” film camera. One shot became
the definitive shot of hardship in the Depression –
the Migrant Mother photo.
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The woman’s name was Florence Owens and she
was thirty two years old. She looked fifty two. She
had been married at 17 and had six children in her
first marriage. The last was born just after her husband Cleo Owens died of tuberculosis in 1931.
Since then she’d had four more children. Her current partner, Jim Hill and two of the boys had taken
their Hudson car off to get the radiator repaired. She
had cooked a meal for her children using frozen
vegetables from the fields and birds the children
had caught. As she cooked, starving children from
the camp came to ask for food.
Florence had a Southern European look about her
but she was in fact a Cherokee Indian which may
account in part for the vision of stoicism she presented to the world. One of Lange’s photos of Florence, (not the one that became famous as the Migrant Mother) was published in the San Francisco
News and brought attention to the plight of the estimated 2,500 to 3,500 migrant workers starving at
the Nipomo camp. 20,000 pounds of food was sent
in by the Federal Government but Florence Owens
and her family had moved on before it arrived.
Farm prices had collapsed in the Depression which
forced thousands of tenant farmers off their small
farms. Next to be dispossessed were the small landowners as banks foreclosed on heir mortgages.
Those that still owned a motor vehicle piled their
meager possessions into it and took off for California, where, it was rumored, work could be found in
the orange groves and market gardens. The effects
of the Depression were augmented by a man made
ecological disaster, the Dust Bowl of the Great
Plains, where the plowing up of shallow soils coupled with years of drought had seen millions of tons
of soil lifted high in the air and carried, on one occasion, all the way to Washington DC. This forced
more families off the land. The mass migrations
from the Great Plains look to us now like refugees
crossing deserts to escape war. When they arrived
in California, these refugees, known as ‘Okies’ and
‘Arkies’ were not welcomed as they threatened the

jobs of local workers. This is the story made famous
in John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath.
The Resettlement Administration for whom Dorothea Lange was working, was something new and
unique in the United States. From a distance we
see Franklin Delano Roosevelt as the greatest ever
US President, venerated for the wisdom of his New
Deal Policies which turned the tide on the Great
Depression. But in the 30s as now, free market economics was an alternative religion in the US, and
there were many who opposed government intervention because they genuinely believed it was
wrong or they genuinely believed it went against
their vested interests. FDR’s administration sought
to combat these beliefs by sending economists out
into oppressed areas and it was soon realised that
economists’ reports benefitted from photographic
evidence.
Initially photographers were hired on a per field trip
basis. Paul Taylor, an economist who married Dorothea Lange in December 1935, had earlier taken
Lewis Hine and then Ansel Adams to illustrate his
reports. Later, as the Resettlement Administration
became the Food Services Administration, a whole
group of talented photographers was assembled
under the leadership of economist Roy Styker.
These included Arnold Rothstein, Walker Evans,
Ben Shahn, John Vachon, Marion Post Wolcott,
Russell Lee, Jack Delano and of course Dorothea
Lange. This group effectively chronicled the Great
Depression in the US and created an invaluable
photographic historical record. If there is a poster
child for this outstanding collection, it is Dorothea
Lange’s portrait of Florence Owens. Roy Stryker,
whose enlightened management of the group is
seen as a factor in its success, called the image the
"ultimate" photo of the Depression Era. "[Lange]
never surpassed it. To me, it was the picture … The
others were marvellous, but that was special ... She
is immortal."
For more on Dorothea Lange go to:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dorothea_Lange

Dorothea Lange with her Graflex and Ford Station Wagon

Florence Owens with four children

Editor’s note:
Copyright does not apply to these, and some other,
photos by Lange because they were commissioned and are the property of the US government.
A little Googling will unearth a back-story of unintentional misrepresentation and inadvertent exploitation of which Florence Owen and her children
were later very aware. As photographers we could
well bear that in mind next time we are tempted to
photograph that colourful ethnic, beggar or homeless person.
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Judging Matters
Exciting News:
Formation of a Judging Association
The Australian Photographic Judges Association
(APJA) was inaugurated on Sunday, 16 November
2014 as a vehicle for the ongoing training of judges
commencing in Victoria.
The association will affiliate with the VAPS and become a further resource for clubs and other organizations for photographic judging services. The association is launching into developing training modules
to improve the quality of photographic judging in
Victoria. The APJA welcomes members and is a
stimulating evolution for photography in Victoria.
A committee has been formed with the following
membership:
Zommers,
Alfred
Zommers,
Margaret
Teague, Mark

Webmaster/Honours

Sloane, Rob

Joint Secretary

Gibson, Gerry

Librarian-Curator

Basham, Brian

General Committee Training support

Cork, Ron

General Committee

Leong, Tuck

General Committee

Rolf, Ian

Training Director

Mullane, Mary

General Committee

Robinson, Paul

President

Speed, Ron

Vice-president

Kewley, Peter

Treasurer

Joint Secretary

Melbourne Camera Club
2014 End of Year
Photographic Exhibition
At the clubrooms
Corner of Ferrars and Dorcas Streets,
South Melbourne

Marketing & Publicity

New Born” – Print of the Year 2013

Should you wish to discuss the association then you
are welcome to either contact Paul Robinson or Ron
Speed (Contact details on the VAPS Judges List) or
write to the association, PO Box 2554 Ringwood
North Vic 3134.

Ian Bock

Saturday 6th December noon – 5:00pm.
Sunday 7th December noon – 5:00pm.
Over 300 prints, 250 projected photos
and 15 audio-visuals
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Useful Links
Scanography

Have you ever thought of using your scanner as a photographic tool? It’s a marvellous way of producing
stunning and artistic images. Google “scanography” or “scannography” for lots of images and instructions.
You could start by looking at:
http://www.silverfast.com/show/application-scanography/en.html, or
http://pronaturephotographer.com/2011/01/janet-dwyers-amazing-scanography/
Scanogram: Chopsticks, Karel Reus

Scanogram: My Beard, Karel Reus

Scanogram: Rice Bowl, Karel Reus
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Coming Events
sections. Full details of entry information, rules and
conditions, judges, awards and prizes and the Salon
calendar are available on the web-site:
www.vigex.org.au.

VIGEX International Print Photography Salon 2015
Enter online at: www.vigex.org.au
Entries close 4th
February 2015
The VIGEX
International Print Photography Salon 2015 is underway.
The period for entries commenced on 1 September
and will continue until 4 February 2015, with judging
on the weekend of 14-15 February and the Exhibition of top prints to be held at Geelong Gallery from
28 March to 3 May.
VIGEX, which is Victoria’s only International Salon
of Photography, has been running successfully
since its inception in 1980. It is normally held every
two years and is open to both professional and amateur photographers. The Salon operates under the
patronage of the Australian Photographic Society
Inc. and the “Fédération Internationale de l'Art Photographique” (the International Federation of Photographic Art, FIAP) and the Photographic Society of
America. It also receives the support of the Victorian
Association of Photographic Societies (VAPS).
VIGEX 2015 is for printed images only and has 6
sections: Monochrome, Colour, Nature, Creative,
Photojournalism and Portrait/People. APS and FIAP
recognise all sections and PSA the first four. Entry
fees range from $22 for one section to $57 for all six
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A new UK computer software suite, titled ‘K-Salon’,
will be used to streamline all the back-office administration for VIGEX 2015 and future Salons. K-Salon
provides user-friendly online entry, payment via
PayPal and computer-generated labels to identify
and track all entries. K-Salon is already used at
Bristol, Oxford and Solway Salons in the UK and
has been endorsed by PSA for salons in the USA.
I extend a warm welcome to all readers to participate in and enjoy VIGEX 2015, whether as an entrant or a visitor to the Salon Exhibition. Brien
Cohn, President, VIGEX 2015

1000Words

Competition

Open to all residents of Australia, this unique opportunity to become involved in the 1000 words
collaborative competition and exhibition has arrived.
The vision for this project is to produce a collabor
tive exhibition of short stories and photographs.
Writers are challenged to produce stories of significance and interest in exactly 1,000 words. Photographers are challenged to visually depict the emotional core or theme of a selected story in a single
image.
The final exhibition will bring together, for the first
time, the written stories and the resultant photo-

graphic images that inspired them. Can a photograph depict 1000 words?
In addition, the writers and photographers will only
be revealed to one another on opening night.
So the exhibition will be a meeting of two separate
works and two separate artists, joining as one, for
the first time on opening night.
Visit the facebook page at:
www.facebook.com/groups/1000wordsAus/
Or the blog at
http://1000wordscompetition.weebly.com/
Total Prize money of $2500, non acquisitive, so all
creators retain copyright of their own works, and
final works printed for the exhibition will be funded
by the organisers. Terms and conditions available
on the website. Entries now open.

Do you have any items for
sale?

The web team will be opening a new page on the
VAPS website soon, allowing camera club members
to advertise any photography related items that they
wish to sell.
If you have an item you would like to list, please
forward the following information
to webadministrator@vaps.com.au







Name of item
Specifications and description of item
Photo of item sized to 200 x 256 pix (optional)
Your name
Either your phone number or email address
for seller's to contact you
The camera club you belong to (admin purposes only)

The following conditions apply:


this service is only available to camera club
members



items will be listed for no longer than four
weeks



the seller must notify the web administrator
when the item is sold

Affiliate of VAPS Australian Photographic Society
http://www.a-p-s.org.au/

Why Join the APS?

Here are some of the responses to a survey of APS
members conducted by the Society’s Management
Committee in 2011:


I really value the APS. I live in a small town
that has no camera club of its own and I am
unable to travel to neighbouring towns to attend their camera clubs.



The APS is the only contact I have with fellow
enthusiasts and provides a genuine forum for
discussion and competition. I am very impressed by the help provided.



I have found membership, and especially attending APSCON very beneficial, along with
being in the various groups. The three magazines are useful and idea inspiring, and the
comments from other photographers in IMAGE especially useful.



Overall, joining APS has been a great help to
my progress in photography.



I have just completed the slide appraisal
course and found it very useful. I have been
more satisfied that I’m getting something out
of APS since joining a folio.
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Networking opportunities are excellent with
APS and folio groups. This is an aspect of
APS I value highly.

APS can help you improve your photography, increase your level of satisfaction and achievement
with your images, and make lasting friendships with
other photographers throughout Australia. All that is
required is that you take two steps; the first, Joining
the Society; the second, Becoming Involved in what
we have to offer.
PUBLICATIONS
Each full subscription to APS includes a subscription to the Society’s own magazine, IMAGE, which
is an online publication, and produced bi-monthly.
IMAGE includes portfolios by top photographers,
articles, news of Society activities and reproductions
of successful competition images.
The Society also offers 2 other magazines, through
Yaffa Publishing:




Australian Photography + Digital are
published monthly, and are available
to members for $70, a savings of $15
off the normal publisher’s price.
Capture Magazine is also published
bi-monthly and offered to members at
a 40% discount ($32). It is a magazine designed for pro photographers.

WEBSITE
The APS has a wonderful website that portrays images from many of its members. It is packed full of
information. From how to achieve your Honours to
the latest National and International competitions.
There is a Forum for members only and the Web
Folios for members to share and comment on each
other’s images. This has become one of the most
important aspects to members of the Society. The
website also displays the Divisional newsletters and
links to many different web galleries, competitions
and various information.
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DIVISIONS
As a member of the Society you are encouraged to
join one or more of the specialist divisions, for a
small additional fee. The Divisions are Print, Nature,
Contemporary, Audio-Visual, Digital and Youth.
Members under the age of 19 are offered Youth
Division for free.
Each Division provides a range of services to its
members, including competitions, folio participation,
image appraisal, discussion groups and technical
advice.
FOLIOS
All divisions operate a series of postal and/or web
folios. Web folios require an internet connection to
upload and view images. This is a most useful service, especially for members who live outside the
major cities and overseas.
All members of the folio offer constructive comments about the other members’ images and how
they think they could be improved. Many folios have
a senior member as a coach.
Some folios offer no restriction on subject matter,
while others are based on specialist interests such
as landscape or figure study. This system nearly
always offers the photographer new and exciting
ways to take the image they submitted.

IMAGE GALLERIES
The APS offers members to have their very own
image gallery under the APS website. Image gallery
software is provided for the member to upload up to
180 images for show for a fee of only $30 per year.
This has proven to be a very valuable service to
members.

CONVENTIONS
APS conducts an annual convention known as APSCON.
The venue alternates between the States and Territories and hosts a varied programme of lectures by
distinguished photographers. APSCON also pro-

vides workshops, tours, exhibitions and social
events.
The Convention always concludes with the Society’s annual dinner upon where Honours for photographic skill and service to photography are presented.
Many members make APSCON the basis of their
annual holidays and attend every year without fail.

attainment of APS Honours.
The Society also promotes [Under FIAP patronage]
International exhibitions and coordinates Australian
entries in FIAP Biennial exhibitions as well as coordinating group Australian entries in a number of International exhibitions. Any member may participate.

EXHIBITIONS
Each year a number of national and international
exhibitions are conducted in various parts of Australia, under the auspices of the APS.
Entries are judged by panels of highly qualified
judges and, on the basis of that judging, a proportion of the images are accepted for display and
awards. The APS National is displayed at the annual convention, APSCON.
Authors of images accepted earn points towards
photographic Honours offered by the Society.
A list of exhibitions approved by the APS is published monthly in ‘Australian Photography’ and the
APS website. Additionally, each year a Who’s Who
listing of the most successful exhibitors in various
categories is published in ‘image’ and the website.

HONOURS
APS offers a range of photographic excellence and
service honours, and also coordinates applications
for international honours conferred by the International Federation of Photographic Art (FIAP).

COMPETITIONS

APS conducts a variety of competitions, as do individual Divisions. These are in addition to the Society’s own National exhibition, which is conducted annually and is exhibited during APSCON.
An annual competition with New Zealand is conducted in print, slide and nature sections. Acceptances in the latter attract points towards the
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Historical Jottings
VAPS ARCHIVES
Alan Wilson has provided us with a list of archives kept by VAPS. Contact Alan if you are wanting to access
the collection, or if you have historical or archival material that you would like added to the collection.

Catalogues










VAPS Convention Catalogues (1980, 1989-2001; 2003-2009, 2013-2014)
Ballarat National Catalogs (three or four, in number)
Wimmera National, (2002)
VAPS National (2001, 2003-2006)
Pakenham National (2004-2006, 2008-2010)
VIGEX (1990, 1996, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2013)
APS National, 2006
Interdia Show (1987, 1989)
Thirty-eighth National Exhibition of Photography, Royal Adelaide Show, 2008 – Prize Schedule

Newsbriefs





From about 1974 to the present [not all inclusive]
Exposure. We have a few of these.
F-stop. We have three or four of these
VAPS committee meeting minutes, GM minutes, AGM minutes, dating from 1961 to the present day (not all inclusive)
A. Wilson, November 2014, History & Archives
alanmyki48@gmail.com

Letters to the Editor
We are keeping a space for letters to the editor. Send letters to:Karel Reus editor@vaps.org.au
Can I take this opportunity to congratulate you and
your offsiders for the fine job you have done with
"Newsbrief" it looks very much better and is more
informative Thank you for an excellent polish up.
Charles R. Kerr
Thanks for the Newletter Karel. Great first output
and I enjoyed it. No problems with the download
arrangement.
Richard Halford
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Thank you for the link have just read the very informative newsletter congratulations. I look forward
to an open publication.
Ruth Burleigh
Bravo! the new format looks great! and there is useful and good information included....what a good
newsletter should have! Keep up the good work!
Linda Keagle

Sponsor of VAPS Crumpler
www.crumpler.com/au
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Sponsor

Victorian Associations of Photographic Societies Inc
Proudly welcomes a new sponsor - Imagebank Australia
At this years interclub competition Imagebank Australia will be awarding
vouchers for an 11” x 14” acrylic print
(valued at $105 each) to 20 photographers
selected from the AIPC Victorian print finalists.
Selection and awards will be made by the AIPC selection committee
and announced at the annual dinner.
Further to the above Imagebank Australia will be offering monthly prizes of
acrylic prints to a competition that will be set up via our Facebook page.
As soon as details are finalised they will be distributed to all clubs
and announced via the website and Facebook.
On behalf of the VAPS community we would like to thank the management
and staff of Imagebank Australia for their kind and
generous sponsorship and we look forward to a long association.
We ask all our members to support Imagebank Australia
by visiting their website at
www.imagebankaustralia.com.au

Sponsor
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For information about possible discounts for members of VAPS-Affiliated clubs contact Juergen or
Stella directly.
Recommended by Carol Hall in Ballarat Camera
Club’s newsletter, Flare, September 2012
“When Liz forwarded the email flyer about this
course I jumped at the opportunity to re-visit Far
North Queensland after 25 years and at the same
time seek to improve my skills in Nature & Landscape Photography.
Jürgen Freund is a multi-award winning photographer (his images have appeared in several BBC
Wildlife Photographer of the Year competitions) who

specializes in underwater photography, in particular
coral reef habitats.
His wife Stella works alongside him, dealing with the
logistics of their assignments; together they form a
highly effective team, leavened with a delightful
sense of humour. They lean towards conservation
photography, often working with marine research
scientists and organisations such as the World Wide
Fund for Nature. Two beautiful books reveal their
mastery of the techniques and creativity needed to
present their view-points.”
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VAPS Matters
Attention Clubs

They can also advise you on a suitable system for
your club needs.

NOW AVAILABLE FROM

Contact them on 03 8796 3954 if you want to make
enquiries about upgrading. Or email for more information sales@theoptimgroup.com.au

2015 INTERCLUB ENTRY FORMS
THE VAPS WEBSITE
You can locate the Interclub Entry and Rules forms
on the website under Online Resources – Interclub
Forms
Open each of the entry forms and save to your computer, then reopen and you can type directly into the
form, print out and include with your entry.
Interclub entries are due 22nd March the day of the
VAPS Half Year meeting.

AFFILIATION 2015
Also on the website under Online Resources are the
club Affiliation renewal forms, affiliation fees are
now due for the 2015 year.

MIPRO MODELS
ACT311: 1/2-Rack Single-Channel Diversity Receiver. 961 selectable frequencies. Backlit LCD display. Auto-scan and ACT function (Metal Case).
Rack mount via FB71 (single ) RRP:$302.00 incl
gst. ACT312: 1/2-Rack Dual-Channel Diversity Receiver. 961 selectable frequencies. Backlit LCD display. Auto-scan and ACT function (Metal Case).
Rack mount via FB71 (single) RRP: $583.00 incl
gst. ACT30H: Cardioid Dynamic Handheld Transmitter Microphone (LCD status screen) RRP:
$254.00 incl gst. ACT30T: Miniature Body Pack
Transmitter (LCD screen) with MU53S lapel mic
RRP: $291.00 incl gst

Attention Clubs

Have you upgraded your PA system??
As of 1st January 2015 it will be illegal to operate a
wireless microphone system between the 694mHz
and 820 MHz frequency range.
Optim Audio Visual in Seaford is offering a trade
in deal on any old system for a new Mipro combi-

DAVID HARRADINE
LIGHTROOM AND PHOTOSHOP COURSES 2014
David continues to offer a $100 discount for Affiliated club members
on all of his advertised courses through 2014.
Just enter the code VAPS when registering at the training website www.whack.com.au
David also offers private classes for a minimum 4 and maximum of 6 people at $195 per person

Private classes can be weekdays or weekends,
however please have your minimum of 4 people together before
contacting David to discuss dates.
Clubs can also benefit with a full day seminar at your club for $1200
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2015 VAPS Committee

President
Ron Speed
0433 364 844
president@vaps.com.au
Vice President/
Chair Judging Sub-committee
Alfred Zommers
alfred99@internode.on.net
Vice President
Richard Hallford
Secretary/Convention
Lorraine Holden
(03) 9557 7951
secretary@vaps.com.au
Treasurer/Accountant
Jeanette Colson
treasurer@vaps.com.au
Badges & Awards
Margaret Zommers

Committee Member/Judging
Ian Rolfe
Newsbrief Editor
Karel Reus
0404 882 419
editor@vaps.org.au
History & Archives
Alan Wilson
Committee Member /
Assistant Web Admin.
Betty Bibby
Committee Member
Vera Curnow
Committee Member
Peter Calder
Convention/
Interclub sub committee
Peter Kewley

Web Administrator/Convention
Rebecca Nicolandos
webadministrator@vaps.com.au
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Victorian Association of Photographic Societies Inc.
General Enquiries:
P.O. Box 2010, South Melbourne, Victoria, 3205

www.vaps.com.au
Lorraine Holden secretary@vaps.com.au

VAPS Objectives


To advance the art of photography



To further the interests of affiliated bodies



To draw up regulations governing exhibitions and inter-club competitions



To arrange exchange of guest lecturers and demonstrations on any subject relating to photography



To arrange exchange of prints between clubs



To arrange periodical Conventions of the members of the affiliated bodies and guests



To arrange the publication of an official journal or news sheet

A Brief History:
Camera clubs have existed in Melbourne since the 1890’s, and an umbrella organisation called the
Victorian Photographic Affiliation was formed in 1908. This guided amateur photography in Victoria for forty
years. The Victorian Association of Photographic Societies was formed on 27 September 1952 and comprised 12 clubs. This has grown to more than 60 clubs in 2014. VAPS is a non-profit association that is entirely self-funded. The Association is run by an elected Committee of Management which is responsible for
the operations of the Association, and for ensuring the Association fulfils the objectives.

Newsbrief publication deadline
25th of January 2015
(Next edition: February 2014)
Commercial advertisements cost $50
Newsbrief Editor Karel Reus, editor@vaps.org.au
Legal
Victorian Association of Photographic Societies welcomes contributions from interested parties, however Victorian Association of Photographic Societies accepts no responsibility for the content of these contributions and the views contained therein are not necessarily those of Victorian Association of Photographic Societies. While every care is taken with solicited and unsolicited materials supplied, Victorian Association of
Photographic Societies does not accept any liability for loss or damage however caused. Victorian Association of Photographic Societies
takes no responsibility for the claims made by advertisers, or transactions by. Does not endorse the products sold on the website/Newsbrief or
enter into any of the exchanges. Nor is the Victorian Association of Photographic Societies responsible for any exchanging of information or
monetary amounts. All transactions are solely the responsibility of the advertiser and purchaser.
Copyright
Material on the Victorian Association of Photographic Societies site or the Newsbrief may not be reproduced or published elsewhere without
the written consent of the publisher, Victorian Association of Photographic Societies. All rights reserved.
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